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The Benefits of Sport to Tourism  

A briefing paper by the Scottish Sports Association 
 

 

The physical and social benefits of sport are well-known and plentiful. What receives less 

attention, however, is the contribution sport makes to Scotland’s economy. One aspect of this 

is the way in which sport drives external visitors into Scotland and motivates Scottish 

residents to visit far flung corners of their nation.  

 

People visit Scotland to partake in competitions or events, spectate at major events, pursue 

hobbies and, mostly, have fun. They often bring their families - spending does not stop once a 

day’s activity does. Sport-related consumer expenditure stands at £1.83bn a year in Scotland, 

with 51,500 people employed
1
. On its own, golf generates £223m, supporting 4,400 jobs

2
.  

 

Another key contributor is our outdoor pursuits sector. Nature-based tourism is worth at least 

£1.4bn to Scotland; freshwater angling alone brings in £100m and supports 2,800 jobs
3
. 

Participants from outside Scotland contribute the most money - £59.9m in game and course 

angling (as compared with the £16.8m yielded by domestic participants) and £36.6m in 

recreational sea-angling (£9.2m)
4
. Not that Scots don’t make an enormous contribution: we 

spend £74.3m every year on sailing and marine recreation, with the visitor spend at £27m
5
.  

 

Back on dry or snowy land, walking and cycling produce £438m of tourist expenditure, and 

mountaineering £339m
6
. Mountain-biking is a particularly flourishing activity. Last year, 
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those visiting specifically to cycle generated £46.5m. £119m was spent by those who 

included mountain-biking in their holiday itinerary
7
.    

 

Sport benefits both national and regional economies. The Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth 

Games will create £1bn worth of capital investment in infrastructure, creating 1,200 new 

jobs. So far, Scottish companies have benefitted to the tune of £227m
8
, with 187 of 252

9
 

contracts awarded domestically. Individual sports contribute vital revenue to regional 

economies, many of which are rural. The yearly Highland Games bring in over £20m
10

, and 

Snowsports £30m, directly supporting 634 jobs
11

. As Enterprise and Tourism Minister Fergus 

Ewing recently recognised, ‘The Snowsport sector is a key part of Scottish tourism, making a 

substantial contribution to our economy.’
12

  

 

Individual examples help illustrate the startling impact sports and sporting events can have. 

Rugby is a case in point. Through 2009/10, Murrayfield stadium alone produced £130m, with 

the Heineken Cup Final, Emirates Edinburgh 7s and Super League Magic Weekend garnering 

£36m
13

. Individual events can be hugely lucrative: the same stadium’s Air New Zealand 

Golden Oldies tournament in 2008 was worth £6.5m
14

.  

 

Smaller events help build the thriving, bigger picture. It is a vibrant scene which stretches 

across Scotland and encompasses events that can be held anywhere, with a particular focus 

on rural areas. In 2009, sailing’s Sharkatag, a revolutionary and entertaining way of 

monitoring endangered species, brought £41,000 into Solway
15

. It was just one factor in 

sailing’s ability to support 2,732 jobs
16

. The 2010 European Curling Championships boosted 

the Aberdonian economy by £1m
17

. Since 2002, Mountain-Bike World Cups and 

Championships have brought £16m to the Fort William area
18

. In 2011, the Orienteering 6 
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Day Event drove 3,719 visitors to Oban, 81% of whom were from outside Scotland. That 

meant a net additional expenditure of £1.9m in Argyll and Bute, and £2.4m across Scotland
19

.  

 

This is only the start. A growth in sports tourism is widely anticipated. EventScotland 

predicts that, aside from the Commonwealth Games, sporting events will bring in £560m over 

the next decade
20

. Those 2014 Games should mean £26m for Glasgow and £81m for 

Scotland
21

.  

 

More specific numbers look good too. The Adventure Tourism market is set to be worth 

£848m by 2015, a number that could be boosted further by growing interest in outdoor sports 

– a recent YouGov survey predicted a 70% increase in adventure travel over the next three 

years
22

. The mountain-biking success story looks set to roll on: their contribution is expected 

to hit £155m by 2016
23

. For sailing, meanwhile, a 45% growth is forecast, with 29% of new 

participants from outside Scotland
24

. Golf should hit the annual £300m mark by 2020
25

. 

 

Sport creates a movement of people and money into Scotland and its regions like few other 

sectors. Rarely in the UK’s recession, that inward flow is increasing in volume. Excitingly, 

we have not yet peaked: the Commonwealth Games, as well as the Ryder Cup in Gleneagles, 

and 2015 World Championships in orienteering and artistic gymnastics, plus Blair Castle’s 

hosting of equestrianism’s European Eventing Championships that same year, will make the 

world look at Scotland anew. Golf’s Open Championship is coming to Troon in 2016, and 

Glasgow has submitted a compelling bid for the 2018 Youth Olympics. The opportunities are 

obvious.  
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